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Although many different human characteristics have been put forth as the key to making
humanoid agents lifelike (eg. emotional expression, fluid body movement, face and hand
gestures, realistic skin color) the young field of synthetic computer characters has not seen
much research comparing these different putatively “most important” characteristics of
lifelike computer characters. Of course, research on the effectiveness of natural language
based, humanoid agent systems, and on the role of believability in the construction of such
systems, has to date been hampered by the lack of real computer systems capable of
sustaining and supporting spoken dialogue with a human user. In this paper we describe a
comparison of two commonly discussed features: emotional facial icons and non-verbal
communicative behavior. This comparison was made possible by a platform that supports
the construction of humanoid agents and allows various features of those agents to be
“turned off”.
We used a fully automated character generation system, capable of real-time, multimodal,
face-to-face interaction with a user [Thórisson 1996], to assess users’ reactions to two
commonly discussed human characteristics: facial emotional icons and non-verbal feedback
about the interaction. We tested users’ reactions by way of a questionnaire assessing
comfort with the interaction, but also by looking at the efficiency of the interaction, as
measured by how many times users repeated themselves. Specifically, we compared
users’ questionnaire responses to, and efficiency with a {1} content-only character
(CONT), {2} a content + emotional facial icons character (EMO), and {3} a content + nonverbal communicative support character (ENV).
The characters all appear on a normal-sized monitor beside a big screen projector, on which
a graphical model of the solar system is displayed. The users can ask the character
questions about planets and have it show them the planets. The characters in each
condition are equally knowledgeable about the solar system, and their responses are equally
rapid, but they provide the following different feedback: In the CONT condition the
character gives verbal feedback only relating to the content of the dialogue; the EMO
character gives the same verbal feedback and also smiles occasionally, when it has finished
some action, and looks puzzled if it doesn't understand what the user says; the ENV
character provides the same verbal feedback as CONT with the addition of behaviors
relating to the process of dialogue: turning to and/or looking at the big screen or the user at
the right times, giving non-verbal feedback to show when it decides to take the turn (when
the user has finished making a request), and hand gestures that support its utterances (beat
gestures and pointing at the planets when speaking). It also blinks, and drums with its
fingers when its hand is at rest. The experiment was a repeated-measures design, with
twelve subjects. Thus, all subjects interacted with all three characters.
Two hypotheses were tested: {1} We expected to find no significant difference in ease of
interaction or efficiency between the CONT and EMO conditions. That is, we didn’t expect
emotional facial icons to add anything to the interaction. {2} We expected to find a
significant difference in ease and efficiency between the ENV condition and the other two
conditions. In other words, we expected behaviors relating to the process of dialogue to

prove significantly more important to the users' acceptance of the character/interaction, as
well as to the effectiveness of the dialogue, than either content feedback alone or content
feedback and emotional facial displays.
Both hypotheses were confirmed (p < .05). This supports our claim that what really
matters in face-to-face dialogue is, in addition to "classical information exchange", the
supportive behaviors that often have been dismissed as incidental to effective interaction
[Ochsman & Chapanis 1974]. Should designers of interactive computer agents (co-spatial,
co-temporal speech-based interaction) ignore behaviors relating strictly to communication,
they are likely to end up with less believable, less effective agents. We expect, however,
that adding other behaviors such as emotional expression on top of such process-ofcommunication behaviors may be doubly effective.
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